Stop Imitating! Before the war, Japan's export commodities were infamous not only for their cheap, inferior quality, but also for their not infrequent imitation and appropriation of foreign "Good Design" and "Good Quality" for the Consumer (1965) 
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Translated by Penny Bailey designs. The vast majority of these products were manufactured in small-to medium-sized enterprises. However, it must be noted that the responsibility for their manufacture was not always on the Japanese side. That is to say, it was not uncommon for unscrupulous foreign producers to approach manufacturers with requests for cheap imitations of high quality samples. 1 In cases where designs were appropriated from overseas sources, complaints arrived at the Ministry of Trade and Industry's Industrial Law Department via foreign diplomatic missions or the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The department would then initiate an investigation into whether or not the products in question were in violation of the Export Trade Transaction Law (a law preventing Japanese producers from exporting goods in conflict with industrial property rights overseas).
2 Where violations were identified, manufacturers were cautioned to cease production, or in some cases, subject to the termination of their exportation rights.
After the war as well, serious complaints from overseas frequently accompanied such incidents. In response, in 1959, the government ceased simply ignoring instances of appropriation and imitation and implemented the Export Goods Design Law (Yushutsuhin dezain hō). The recently established design centers for household goods, ceramics, machine fibers, and textiles have implemented a design registration and certification procedure for export commodities in order to stem the fraudulent use and appropriation of designs. 3 The policy has been extremely effective in curtailing unlawful activity, and fortunately, many industries are now striving to cultivate their own design practices. This process is somewhat meaningless however, if it is not applied to the domestic market as well, because the problem is not unique to the export market. We all know that it is unacceptable to willfully appropriate work that others have poured effort into. Yet the culprits justify their actions by arguing that releasing the work will be of benefit to Japan's national development. 4 Excellent ideas are generated by corporate heads, salesmen, and factory workers alike. Design is an integral component in the evolution of these ideas into objects of actual value. Regardless of how good an idea is, in the absence of design it cannot become a product. Backed by good ideas and a supportive organization, a talented designer will punch far above his weight. Charles Eames is a case in point.
Japan's Export Goods Design Law has been well received by foreign countries and, as expected, has lowered the occurrence of fraudulent design use. In recent times, however, Japanese goods have in turn become the object of imitation and appropriation by overseas manufacturers. Once again, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of International Trade and Industry have been inundated with complaints. Any resolution on the issue is complicated by the fact that the main culprits are developing countries, many of whom are not signatories to international trade agreements. In any case, this signals a greater awareness of Japanese design, as well as its progress, so perhaps we should say this is a positive phenomenon after all. As regards to the appropriation of 2016 design in the domestic market, it is only proper that these disputes be legally settled in courts of law, rather than mediated by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry.
Of course, the unethical nature of imitation is self-evident. But more opaque cases such as the clever adaptation of designs is also unethical. Taking advantage by adaptation is no different from gleaning scraps from the marketplace. As I see it, the way forward is to diligently apply ourselves to pioneering and developing products based on new ideas and designs. Although quite easy to say, in reality this is a difficult task -it seems that the one unchanging principle is that business results born from continuous efforts are the only way to success.
What Is Good Design?
So what is "good design"? Correct industrial design is not merely a question of decorative embellishments or style, but a technology for planning the manufacture of products using appropriate materials and structures, making expert use of processing techniques, in order to facilitate their most effective function and performance. Furthermore, industrial design ensures that products are engineered such that economical mass production is feasible, while also uniting such qualities with a human component through beauty.
In summary, good design is:
1. relevant to the public in that it meets the needs of consumer demand while also playing a role in the advancement of society and culture; 2. an ideal synthesis of the spirit, science, industry, aesthetics, and economics of modern society; 3. commensurate with economical mass production, and incorporates creative features such as new materials and technologies based on the development and realization of function and performance; 4. broadly compatible with daily life and appealing to consumers.
In other words, it entails the creation of products manufactured for the public by integrating ease of use and operation, reliable and inexpensive materials and construction, and sound aesthetics and enjoyment. This is no easy feat, as not only must the designer investigate and be cognizant of consumer preferences, product ergonomics, and the state of the market, but the engineer must also be well versed in manufacturing technologies, installation, tools, and materials, and possess the ability to expertly translate these elements into an aesthetically pleasing form.
As necessary as an artistic component is to this process, these goods do not fall under the mantle of "art." Because consumers do not always understand creative urges and artistic expression -or sometimes because other essential conditions are not satisfied -products are not always commensurate with real lifestyle benefits. Moreover, if other factors are not properly balanced, the value of the products deteriorates as well.
Human life is fairly complicated in that our desire to enjoy life is not met solely by utilitarian or scientific objects. The development of modern industry has made commodities convenient, but this also means that our lives have become mechanized. Indeed, perhaps we have reached the age of dehumanization. Today's industrial designers play an important role in reincorporating a human component back into our lives and preventing human life from derailing. However, ultimately, the products they design are daily essentials.
Our daily lives are made up of periods of activity and inactivity. In the types of daily essentials I have just mentioned (that is, household appliances, kitchen gadgets, office equipment, power tools), the emphasis is on performance and function, because running efficiently in periods of activity is paramount to their use. In the case of goods that we use less actively (such as accessories, clothing, ornaments), the emphasis is less on practicality and more on quiet enjoyment. But this is not to deny that they greatly enrich our lives as well. Between these two groups lie products such as tableware, lighting, furniture, and even things like non-commercial vehicles and cameras. These types of objects are utilitarian but often contain a pleasurable component. That is to say, the majority of the objects that humans surround themselves with are either utilitarian or for pleasure -each in different proportion and with different purpose. When we design or conceptualize new products, the most important thing is to clearly delineate their purpose.
On the occasions when I come across products with incompetent design, it is usually because their purpose has not been clearly delineated. For example, production machinery is designed to prioritize performance; decorative components are considered superfluous. If we were to design machinery containing a human component, we would first have to scientifically investigate ergonomic designs that prioritize physiological and psychological factors, and operational efficiency and safety. Orientation, body contact, the position of features such as handles, and even simple things like forms and colors that will not cause vision fatigue are also important. In the case of products such as office machinery or sewing machines, our affective response to the objects is markedly different, as it also depends on the environment in which we use them. Compared to the previous example, the proportion of pleasure will be much higher: in addition to shape and color, their design will require careful consideration of the sense of familiarity in its use as allowed for by form. Having said that, in light of modern design sensibilities, excessive decorative embellishment also detracts from a product's overall harmony.
In the case of lighting devices (such as ceiling lights and reading lamps), integrating factors such as practicality and the level of illumination into an aesthetically pleasing form is key. Of course, because the pleasure aspect is much greater than in products such as sewing machines, it would be insufficient to use color and form as if lamps were machines. In the case of desk lamps, bedroom lighting, and the types of suspended lobby lamps we see in hotels, the objective is less the level of illumination than creating decoration and mood. For these environments, form and color can easily be adjusted for aesthetic pleasure. Recently even the designs of cars and cameras have become much more focused on incorporating this component of pleasure.
Because they are connected to the world of fashion, in the case of handbags and luggage the aesthetic aspect also increases, and this in turn changes the attitude toward design. Even if these products adopt the modern sense of simplicity, conceptually the decorative element is seen as more important. Since objects such as brooches and necklaces are appreciated solely for their decorative value without regard for their utilitarian purpose, it would therefore be a huge mistake to conceptualize and design these goods in the same manner as utilitarian goods such as machinery. By contrast, toys -most valued in the child's domain -are not utilitarian, but neither should their pleasurable aspect be mistaken for decoration. Toys should not be designed from an adult's perspective. In reality, there is nothing as difficult as figuring out a way to think about objects for chidren. Herein lies the mission and value of good design: this may be audacious to say, but our mission as designers is precisely to teach not just children but also consumers who lack cultivation, aesthetic sense, and the technical know-how for a better life, how to correctly understand products. Thinking that loyalty to consumers constitutes making things that sell, and that by extension good design therefore means making products that sell well, is an extremely reactive and dangerous form of thought. If that were the case, department stores would be filled with well-designed products.
I am not terribly fond of the term "good design" because design is only one aspect of commodity production. As I mentioned before, performance, function, materials, construction, price, and form are also integral to the production of high quality goods. Design (namely form), therefore, is just one component among many. Of course, design is an integral component because it is central to all stages from conceptualization to production, but it cannot be solely attributed with producing high quality products. In fact, in some cases, excessive attention to design may impede the product's overall quality. And frequently such attention misleads consumers.
Consumers buy products, not design. While design must be aesthetically pleasing, this component alone is not enough to compel consumers to buy. As a matter of fact, even good design can be overshadowed by the appeal of convenience, durability, or price. To give a familiar example, a woman's abilities, talents, and good health have little to do with her beauty; most men will want to marry a woman with a nice figure, good looks, and a smooth complexion. But it is also true to say that without ability, talent, and good health, she may not be terribly appealing. Generally speaking, men prefer able women who possess a variety of talents. We must shift our way of thinking from the singular notion of "good design" to focusing on a more holistic "good quality."
Consumers Cannot Be Deceived
In recent times, consumers have become quite outspoken. Japan now has consumer advocacy organizations that are at times harshly critical of products and magazines that advertise the results of product testing.
5 For some manufacturers, this is an alarming development due to almost immediate effects on sales. In the U.S. and Scandinavian countries, these consumer organizations have made such remarkable inroads into consumer awareness and advocacy that manufacturers and retail outlets have learned not to release substandard products. They also pour substantial resources into market and consumer research.
For example, the Swedish Institute for Informative Labeling has developed a voluntary labeling scheme that provides standardized product information after conducting rigorous testing. 6 Committees are organized to determine testing methods and label contents. Thereafter, decisions are made on product standards, followed by the compilation of label drafts. Naturally, each committee includes representatives from across the industry, including manufacturers, retailers, distributers, and consumer groups, in order to draw on various areas of expertise. If a manufacturer applies a label to its product, it must comply to all standards set for that product. Therefore, the manufacturer cannot complain if its product is randomly selected for testing. Of course, the manufacturers themselves also conduct periodic tests in order to maintain quality control. The VDN labels are not compulsory, but generally speaking, manufacturers have shown great interest in the scheme.
In the case of a wooden chair, for example, the VDN label lists such things as the wood variety, the seat quality (1 to 3), its durability (1 to 5), and overall quality (1 to 3). Consumers are thus able to make informed decisions about the quality of the products they wish to purchase. For example, an overall quality ranking of 1 indicates that the product is not commensurate with industry standards, while 3 demonstrates that the product has been made with meticulous care.
When I visited the head office of the specialty mail order department store Sears Roebuck in the U.S., I was surprised to discover that three entire floors were devoted to product testing. Only products that passed their rigorous testing procedures were stocked by the store. In order to test the structure of chairs and durability of their springs, for example, they would be subjected to the force of suspended weights thousands of times over. Similarly, mattresses were tested by repeatedly rolling wooden octagonal cylinders over them to ascertain what level of damage they caused. For Sears Roebuck, clearly this level of rigor was essential in order that they meet the exacting demands of American consumers.
Similarly, Japanese magazines now make informative recommendations to consumers on selecting and using household appliances. A recent article in a Japanese consumer magazine, for example, announced the results of recent product testing on irons:
In general, the designs were unpopular; specifically, they were considered too gaudy. The iron handles were often unsatisfactory because of poor vertical alignment and awkward form, which made them unstable and difficult to grip firmly. Of the irons tested, not a single one had a satisfactory handle, as they were all considered too thick.
I think it is safe to say that Japan has reached the age where manufacturers are now chasing after consumers, to say nothing of producing commodities with meticulous care.
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